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Havit TW925 TWS earphones (black)

TWS Havit TW925 (black) earphones.
Immerse yourself in the highest quality stereo sound. The Havit TW925 wireless earphones deliver crystal clear sound, and with built-in
microphones, they let you talk comfortably on the phone. Their operating time reaches 3.5 hours on a single charge, and Bluetooth 5.0
guarantees  fast  and  stable  transmission.  Use  of  the  devices  is  facilitated  by  built-in  touch  panels.  The  earphones  also  support  voice
control.
 
Reliable connection
Connection  problems  are  a  thing  of  the  past.  Bluetooth  5.0  provides  a  fast,  stable  and  reliable  wireless  connection.  The  earphones
automatically  pair  with  each other  and with  the  stored device,  making using  them fabulously  easy.  What's  more,  each independently
connects to your smartphone, so you can conveniently use them both at the same time or just one. 
 
Perfect sound
Delight  in  the  highest  quality  HD  stereo  sound.  The  TW925  earphones  offer  unparalleled  richness  of  detail,  crystal  clear  sound  and
perfect harmony. Now you can discover the beauty of your favorite songs all over again!
 
Long runtime
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Listen to music for as long as you want without unwanted interruptions. Fully charged earphones can play music for up to 3.5 hours on a
single  charge,  and  the  included  charging  case  lets  you  extend  this  time  to  about  17  hours.  Lightweight  and  portable  -  it  has  been
equipped with a USB-C port.
 
Built-in touch panels
You  no  longer  have  to  reach  for  your  smartphone  every  time to  use  the  basic  functions  of  the  earphones.  You  won't  be  bothered  by
protruding buttons either. The TW925 have built-in touch panels, with which you can conveniently handle playback and phone calls.
 
Talk on the phone
Free your hands and comfortably talk on the phone while you cook, clean or engage in your favorite hobby. The TW925 earphones have
built-in  high-quality  microphones  that  capture  your  voice  perfectly.  So  you  can  be  sure  that  your  callers  will  hear  you  without  any
problems!
 
	Manufacturer	
	Havit
	Model	
	TW925
	Bluetooth version	
	5.0
	Range	
	Up to 10m
	Case dimensions	
	55 x 35 x 20 mm
	Transducer	
	6 mm
	Input voltage	
	DC 5 V 1 A
	Frequency response	
	20 Hz - 20 kHz
	Battery capacity of earphones	
	30 mAh
	Battery capacity of the case	
	300 mAh
	Playback time	
	Up to 3-3.5 h
	Talk time	
	Up to 3 h
	Charging time for earphones	
	Approx. 1.5 h
	Charging time of the case	
	Approx. 2 h
	Port	
	USB-C
	Color	
	Black
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Preço:

€ 14.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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